
Fellowmind - your ultimate 
partner for Microsoft 
license management and 
optimization
Get the most out of your Microsoft licenses with 
Fellowmind.

Fellowmind is your partner when it comes to Microsoft licensing. We offer you a complete solution to  
ensure you get the most out of your investments in Microsoft technologies. With Fellowmind you get:
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Competitive license prices

We guarantee the best Microsoft license prices in Denmark with great flexibility. You can scale up and 
down as needed and only pay for what you use.

Azure cost optimization

We ensure the most favorable prices for Azure consumption and help with cost optimization. We analyze 
your spending and give you recommendations to reduce your expenses and increase your efficiency.

Customer portal

Our customer portal gives you self-service, license management, Azure usage analytics, contract  
management, support, and project overview (including open and closed cases) - all in one place.  
You can easily keep track of your licenses and get an overview of your cloud solution.

Expertise and knowledge

We offer insights into trends, best practices, and solutions to ensure optimal use of Microsoft  
technologies through ongoing broadcasts, seminars, and personalized advice. We'll keep you updated  
on the latest features and capabilities of the Microsoft platform. 

Access to Microsoft Premier Support

In case of critical business breakdowns, problem resolution at Microsoft starts within 1 hour. You'll  
have access to Microsoft experts who can help you solve any technical challenges quickly and efficiently.

We give you direct access to experts at both Fellowmind and Microsoft. You can benefit from our close 
collaboration with Microsoft and get the best advice and support for your cloud solution.

Direct access to Microsoft cloud specialists
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Financial support

We offer funding opportunities through the POC-BIF (Business Invest Funding) programs and Microsoft 
FastTrack for technical sparring. You can get financial support to test and implement new solutions that 
can create value for your business.

Free cloud support

We help with Microsoft backend issues at no extra cost. You can contact us if you experience issues with 
your cloud solution caused by bugs or changes at Microsoft. We will do our best to help you resolve them 
as soon as possible. 

Cloud governance consulting

We offer cloud management advice and share information about causes of problems so you can prevent 
errors in the future. We help you establish guidelines and principles for your cloud solution to ensure  
security, compliance, and quality. 

Fellowmind monitors your spending and provides monthly usage statements as well as a single monthly 
invoice. You do not have to handle multiple invoices from different suppliers and get a clear overview of 
your expenses. 

Monitoring and billing

Microsoft 365 learning portal 

You can access online courses within Microsoft 365, where you can learn more about the different  
applications and features. You can also take tests and get certificates proving your competences. 

Denmark's largest Microsoft CSP Partner 

We are proud to be Denmark's largest Microsoft CSP partner. This means that we have a high level of  
competence, experience, and customer satisfaction within Microsoft solutions. We are your trusted  
partner to help you realize your full potential in the cloud.

Monthly Microsoft live broadcasts

We arrange monthly live broadcasts for our customers, where we present the latest news and tips about 
the Microsoft platform. You can watch live or watch the recordings on our customer portal.

Simple contract, one invoice, one contact

At Fellowmind, we provide you with a simple contract, one invoice and one primary contact. You avoid the 
hassle of handling multiple suppliers and contacts and get an easy and clear agreement.


